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5 % 7.5 % 10 %

Purchase any 
2 LIEBHERR

appliances* and SAVE

Purchase any 
3 LIEBHERR

appliances* and SAVE

Purchase any 
4+ LIEBHERR

appliances* and SAVE

*Excludes Liebherr Monolith appliances
Not valid in conjunction with any other promotion

on Liebherr Packages

10%
Save up to



1. Offer valid on purchases from 1 July 2024 (inclusive), excluding Liebherr Monolith appliances, all
accessories including door panels, handles, side by side kits and door conversions.

2. Offer is not applicable in conjunction with any other Liebherr promotional offer.

3. Offer:

2 Liebherr appliances and save 5% off the total price of the appliances 

3 Liebherr appliances and save 7.5% off the total price of the appliances 

4 or more Liebherr appliances and save 10% off the total price of the appliances

4. This offer excludes Liebherr Monolith appliances, all accessories including door panels, handles,
side by side kits and door conversions.

5. The Liebherr sales order must be received by Andi-Co Australia Pty Ltd with a 30% minimum
deposit paid as per the general terms & conditions of sale.

6. To remain eligible for the discount, the balance of the total price is payable within 90 days, or
prior if dispatched sooner. Upon balance being paid, goods can be held up to 12 months from the
date of order.

7. The promotional offer is non-transferrable to purchases made prior to the commencement date
of the promotion of 1 July 2024.

8. A 15% cancellation fee will apply to outstanding orders cancelled prior to dispatch of goods from
the Andi-Co Australia warehouse.

9. A 20% restocking fee will apply to orders cancelled after the dispatch of product from the Andi-
Co Australia warehouse.

10. Liebherr appliance clearance display stock, trade seconds or any further special discounts are
not eligible for the discount offer.

11. This offer is only available for private / domestic / household purchasers and does not apply to
commercial / project sales.

Liebherr Appliance Package Offer – SAVE UP TO 10%


